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Easy to customise!
Relax enables add on functionality as your needs change. The foldable arm supports can be easily 
attached directly to the seat. Unique functionality that only the Etac Relax offers!  
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Etac Relax shower seat 
Etac Relax is a smart and elegant shower seat. It is perfect when space 
is limited – folds nicely flat to the wall. You can chose just the version 
that fits your needs, Relax comes in twelve different variants. Easy to fit 
in any shower area.

attention to the smallest detail 
The Relax shower seat has been developed with 
care and consideration for every little detail, in 
order to make your shower experience more 
enjoyable. Scandinavian minimalistic design 
gives you maximum comfort and a more stylish 
bathroom. Relax comes in two colours;  
– white and lagoon green. 

Easily adaptable to your needs
The Relax shower seat can easily be customised 
with several comfortable accessories, such 
as back support, foldable arm supports and 
supporting legs. 

You’ll sit comfortably thanks to the seat’s soft 
ergonomic design. It’s also nice to lean back 
against the heat reflective back support. You 
can feel secure with the soft grip arm supports 
and if you like, you can add supporting legs for 
added stability.

The foldable Etac Relax shower seat allows you to 
simply sit back and enjoy the feeling of well-being.
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Easy to customise
Relax enables add on functionality. 
The ar supports can be easily 
attached directly to the seat. 
Unique functionality that only 
the Etac Relax offers!

Features
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Only three mounting 
attachments
And installation is complete. 
(Attachements not included.)

Unique soft grip arm supports
Ergonomically shaped arm 
suppovrts with a soft non-slip 
grip. Designed with focus on 
providing the best grip when 
needed.

Compact and space saving
The Relax offers large sitting 
area, even though the external 
dimensions are compact. It is 
only 8 cm when folded. Looks 
just as nice raised as lowered.

www.etac.com

accessories

Back support, soft
Soft heat reflective back support. 
Attached to the wall with velcro.
Item.no 81704060

Arm supports
Ergonomically shaped arm supports 
with a soft non-slip grip. Easily attached 
directly to the seat. Foldable.
White  81704040
Green  81704070

Supporting legs
For extra stability and user weight up 
to 150 kg (331 lbs). Speciallly designed 
smart ferrules. Height adjustable. 
White attachment 81704050
Green attachment 81704080

Etac Relax – White Item no.
Etac Relax shower seat 81703010
 ~ with arm supports 81703020
 ~ with supporting legs  81703030
 ~ with arm supports and back support 81703060
 ~ with arm supports and supporting legs 81703040
 ~  with arm supports, back support  

and supporting legs 81703050

Etac Relax – Lagoon green Item no.
Etac Relax shower seat 81703070
 ~ with arm supports 81703080
 ~ with supporting legs  81703090
 ~ with arm supports and back support 81704020
 ~ with arm supports and supporting legs 81704000
 ~  with arm supports, back support  

and supporting legs 81704010

Colours
White and Lagoon green

Material 
Seat; polypropylene, Arm supports; polypropylene and TPE, 
Legs; aluminium and stainless steel, Ferrules; TPE

Facts
Width 40 cm (15 3/4“) 
Width with arm supports 53 cm (21“) 
Depth in up/down position 45 cm (17 3/4“) / 8 cm (3“)

Maximum user weight 
without supporting legs 125 kg (276 lbs) 
with supporting legs 150 kg (331 lbs)

Maintenance
Clean the chair using a nonabrasive cleaning agent. Rinse 
and dry. The product can withstand being cleaned at 85°C 
for 3 minutes.
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